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Introduction

The artist Ian Fraser was born in 1933 in the north of England 
to Scottish parents. He studied at Leeds Art School and the 
Royal College of Art in the 1950's, concentrating on 
printmaking. He then pursued a career as an artist and as a 
lecturer at various London art schools, before settling at 
Hornsey School of Art in about 1964. There he stayed, becoming 
Head of Fine Art until cancer took him in 1986 at the young age 
of 53. Whilst teaching full time, Ian continued to make prints 
and paint in his studio, creating a large body of work that 
after the 1970's was rarely seen outside of his immediate family 
and friends.

In 2016, a retrospective of Ian’s work was generously held at 
Middlesex University, essentially Ian’s old art school. Simon 
Read, one of Ian’s colleagues, now an associate professor at 
Middlesex, and was instrumental in organising the exhibition. In 
September 2016 he wrote of Ian’s art:

‘Ian's work is the testimony of an unassuming and very private 
individual. Throughout his life he remained unfazed by the 
inconvenience of an artist's vocation and forged a working 
practice where the work itself became his muse.  The dilemmas 
that he negotiated through his life are extremely familiar; 
artists who remain artists do so because they have a reason, it 
is invariably hard and those who have no reason move away from 
art. For those who persist, the rewards are the insights and the 
work itself, which together betoken a kind of heroism.’ 

After Ian died in 1986, he left his collection of work to his 
widow, Anna Fraser and when she passed away in 2014, 
responsibility for the legacy passed to their children. Since 
2014 we have been working to establish Ian’s reputation, with a 
web site, the retrospective at Middlesex University and a 
commercial, solo, exhibition at Bath Contemporary Gallery. The 
purpose of this booklet is to introduce to the public this 
series of powerful paintings. 



In April 1985, having settled into a new home and studio in 
Suffolk, Ian wrote to the Bishop of Ely, to explore the 
feasibility of an exhibition at the Cathedral:

“… About 18 months ago, I completed a series of paintings the 
intention of which is to express a mixture of fear and 
compassion which I assume to be a feeling common to outrage, in 
which implied or actual violence is a constant state.  I found 
the subject of implied violence to be more poignant than the 
depiction of actual violence, with more chance of avoiding 
sensationalism in favour of images promoting a quieter, more 
reflective response.  

I must quickly explain that I do not wish to sell the paintings, 
but to lend them for exhibition in a particular environment.  
While painting them, my mind returned repeatedly to the 
holocaust of more than forty years ago as a cataclysmic example 
of man's fearful ability to dehumanise others of his kind.  The 
paintings are not meant, however, to be pro-Jewish nor anti-
German; it is simply that the magnitude of those horrendous 
events served as a thematic key for a subject which has, 
unhappily, wider implications. 

You may well think by now that it all sounds very dark and 
tragic.  You would be right.  I make no excuse for expressing 
the grimmer aspects of our condition, but I would like to use 
the results in a positive and regenerative way.  

My proposal is to show the paintings in a part of the cathedral 
crypt which is not now in constant use.  …. I would like there 
to be a collection box, or boxes, on which would be clearly 
stated that donations would be solely and expressly for an 
organisation such as Christian Aid or Oxfam – I have no 
preference – and that the money would go to help those now under 
threat of violence, whether natural or man-made. 

…. My reason for choosing Ely … the sight of almost all of the 
stone figures having been decapitated or defaced struck an 
obvious chord for me … it would be in keeping for the work to be 
shown in an English church, rather than a synagogue. …”

Sadly, the subsequent correspondence did not come to anything 
and Ian passed away before further efforts could be made to 
exhibit the work.



After his death, Ian’s widow Anna explored various possibilities 
for the paintings - she wrote down her thoughts as follows:

‘Re - Victims - 
Polish Centre in Hammersmith - gallery in foyer (1 month?).
Contact Sue Ryder - exhibition on - paintings not for sale - 
there would be opportunity for visitors to pay contributions for 
Sue Ryder Foundation therefore they would advertise. Polish 
community might support.
Not for sale - must stay together.
Permanent loan - Negotiable - paintings and copyright belong to 
family - no reproduction without permission.’

In 1989, the paintings were exhibited at Cat Hill, as part of 
the incorporation of Middlesex Polytechnic. Whilst the 
exhibition was on, Anna contacted the Manor House Society about 
the paintings. The Society’s Visual Arts Director visited the 
Cat Hill exhibition and wrote to Anna: 

‘I visited the exhibition ‘Images of Fear and Compassion’ on 
behalf of Rabbi Bayfield.  It is a beautiful exhibition, and I 
was deeply impressed by the integrity and quality of the work. 
It certainly deserves to be seen by a wide public’

As far as the Sternberg Centre is concerned I feel it would not 
be possible to have the paintings on permanent display. The 
deeply moving images are unsuitable for what is essentially a 
working exhibition space in constant use. If regular employees 
and visitors to the Centre became accustomed to them, and were 
not disturbed by them, it would be even worse - the quality 
which I feel sure the artist was striving for would be denied. 
It is possible that they would find a permanent hanging space in 
a a Holocaust Museum, but that would inevitably mean they would 
be seen by a small audience already involved with Holocaust 
though.

We would be delighted and honoured if they were to become part 
of the Manor House Collection. We could not hang them 
permanently, but would display them regularly on suitable 
occasions, around the time of Yom HaShoah, for instance, and 
would make them available to constituent Synagogues and other 
suitable organisations.

Yours sincerely,

Kathryn Salomon
Visual Arts Director”
 

As far as we know, that was as far as the correspondence with 
Manor House got.



After the 1989 exhibition, the large canvasses were rolled up 
and all the paintings stored, hidden from public view for the 
next twenty seven years until the 2016 retrospective at 
Middlesex University. At that show, two of the largest works - 
‘Preparation’ and ‘Untitled’ - were exhibited. Simon Read wrote 
of the paintings:

“Ian did not avoid reaching deep into himself to give form to 
inhumanity......unflinching severity in the face of the 
festering sore of genocide. In the quiet of his studio he 
entertained and absorbed the universality of the holocaust that 
single great abuse, and understood that it is a condition of 
humanity and is sadly not singular. From this he painted a 
substantial series of stark wraiths still present but absent, 
articulate but extinguished.” 

The current Head of Fine Art, Philip Healy, wrote 

“There has also been lots of interest in the work and context 
from students and colleagues who were unable to make the opening 
– and it's sparked a considerable amount of debate about 
painting which is great! So your father continues to provoke 
educational discussion and enlightenment, which I'm sure he 
would have appreciated.”

We hope to show the paintings again, so that their message can 
continue to make an impact. 



The paintings appear in the same order that Ian sketched out 
thumbnail images in his own catalogue (a spiral bound orange 
covered Middlesex Polytechnic notebook).

1 Victim - study for preparation for the Holocaust 1982 
Oil on linen 35x30cm

2 Victim 1982 Oil on linen on board  47x30cm

3 Preparation for the holocaust 1982/3 Oil on cotton  
152x183cm

4 The Lady of Terezin  1982 Oil on cotton
183x183cm

5 Victim 1982  Oil on cotton  51x62cm

6 Victim 8_7024 1982 Oil on cotton 39x47cm

7 Victim 1982 Oil on linen on board 39x28cm

8 Victim 1982-83 Oil on linen 38x30cm

9 Pieta 1982-83 Oil on linen 38x30cm

10 Silent 1983 Oil on linen on board 51x41cm

11 Nikt (No-one) 1983 Oil on linen 101x91cm

12 Gdzie indziej (Eleswhere)1983 Oil on linen on board  
52x39cm

13 nientytutiwany (untitled) 1983 Oil on cotton 
183x203cm

14 Dosyc (Enough) 1983 Oil on linen on board
58x51cm



Victim - study for preparation for the Holocaust 
1982 
Oil on linen 
35x30cm



Victim (5,138,000)
1982 
Oil on linen on board
47x30cm
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The Lady of Terezin
1982
Oil on cotton
183x183cm

Note
Terezin was a Jewish ghetto created in 1940 within a 
19th century fortress.



Victim
1982
Oil on cotton
51x62cm



Victim 8_7024
1982
Oil on cotton
39x47cm



Victim 
1982
Oil on linen on board
39x28cm



Victim 
1982-83
Oil on linen 
38x30cm



Pieta 
1982-83
Oil on linen 
38x30cm  

Note:   
We believe that this piece was overpainted.



Silent
1983
Oil on linen on board
51x41cm



Nikt (No-one)
1983
Oil on linen 
101x91cm



Gdzie indziej (Eleswhere)
1983
Oil on linen on board
52x39cm
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Dosyc (Enough)
1983
Oil on linen on board
58x51cm



Ian was born in 1933 in Newcastle-upon-Tyne but brought 
up in Leeds. During World War Two, he and his older 
brother were evacuated to relatives in the safety of 
Balater, Scotland.  Like most people of that age, Ian 
will have experienced the consequences of conflict and 
seen contemporary accounts of the appalling suffering 
of the war. Themes of armageddon are present in Ian’s 
work from the early 1960's, at the height of the Cold 
War. He was to return to this theme in the 1980's with 
this series of paintings.

Anna Dubenska was born in Poland in 1936 and came to 
the United Kingdom after World War II as a refugee with 
her father, who was in the Polish Free Army. Anna and 
Ian met at Royal College of Art and married in 1962. 

Whilst Anna’s family were Catholic rather than Jewish, 
the connection with Poland will have touched Ian. Our 
family visited Poland in 1969 and we all remember 
seeing large areas of rubble yet to be cleared after 
bombing. 

Ian painted the series of twelve paintings not just for 
victims of the Holocaust but for all victims of 
genocide and war. Today the paintings remain just as 
powerful as when they were painted.

Anna spoke fluent Polish and would have 
provided translations for th epainting titles. Her 
mother Staniswava Dubenski (known as Muska to the 
family) wrote out the Polish words on the paintings, in 
a beautiful copperplate script. 

Ian’s studio in 
Suffolk, with six of 
the series on wall and 
easel, surrounded by 
his later Abstract 
Blocks.

Ian painted on board 
and cotton, in oil. He 
also made the dark 
wooden frames for the 
paintings.



Ian Fraser ARCA

Born Newcastle upon Tyne 1933
Grew up in Leeds
National service 1953-55

Art education:
Leeds College of Art 1949-53
Royal College of Art 1955-58 (graduating in Print Making from 
the School of Graphic Design)

”Milltown” series 1957-58

1958-61 Lecturer at Hammersmith College of Art, Watford School 
of Art
1961-64 Lecturer at Hammersmith College of Art, Ealing School of 
Art

”Fragments of a Lost Civilisation” series 1962-63
”Suburban Dreams” series 1962-65

1964-68 Lecturer Hammersmith College of Art, Hornsey College of 
Art

“Z” series 1965-66
”Grids” series 1965-70
”Abstract screenprints” series 1966-71
”Towards Symmetry” series 1969-70
”Rainbows” series 1969-73

1970-71 Visiting Professor of Art, University of Wisconsin 
Parkside
1968- 86 Lecturer Hornsey College of Art/ Middlesex Polytechnic 
(Head of Printmaking,  then Head of Fine Art) 

”Suburban Landscapes” series 1974-80
”Last Supper” series 1980-81
”Tranquil Gardens” series 1980-83
”Victims” series 1980-83
”Abstract Blocks” series 1983-86

Family life:
1962 Married Anna Dubenska
1962 daughter Halinka is born
1963 – 84 lived in Old Charlton Road, Shepperton, Middlesex 
where he built his studio at bottom of garden with help from 
friend, and fellow artist, Ray Fawcett
1964 son Richard is born
1965 son Alex is born
1970-71 lived in Racine, Wisconsin, USA 
1978- 84 second home in Melbury Abbas, Dorset
1984 moved to  Shimpling, Suffolk
1986 moved to Muswell Hill, London
Died 31st December 1986 from pancreatic (secondary) cancer
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